Recommendations for an Emergency Radio System

Radio Comes to the Rescue in North Plainfield

In North Plainfield, residents set aside their silenced computers and smart phones, after Hurricane Sandy effectively cut the cord to the worldwide web. Instead, people in the know broke out their old transistor radios, which still worked admirably or got in their cars, and tuned to 1630 AM.

North Plainfield is unusual for a town of its size—we maintain and operate a federally-licensed “Travelers Information Station” (TIS) which is able to function on less current than a couple of incandescent lamps. The AM station 1630 made it possible for us to provide updates of local emergency information at the height of the storm and throughout the power outage.

Typically, our emergency station alternated messages between the local and the national weather station in New York City. At the height of Sandy, VHF weather reception from NYC deteriorated very badly. At that juncture, the station’s message queue was adjusted to carry local announcements only. It became a pure “barker” of local information in continuous two-minute parcels of carefully written, direct announcements of where-to-go/where-not-to-go/what was open/emergency phone numbers and the like. We also provided information on shelters and feeding, charging and warming centers in town. On election day, we added the polling locations and district numbers to the message.

The announcements ran on a continuous basis with updates as appropriate. At times, we were updated the message three and four times a day, to reflect changing conditions. The radio station was kept alive day and night via a single Honda generator. Borough personnel from the Department of Public Works and the Fire and Police Departments refueled the generator periodically on a round-robin basis. The changeover to generator power was implemented by the Clerk and Fire Department at the Department of Public Works garage at the height of the storm.

The AM radio transmitter, its memory unit, weather receiver and antenna network are located away from the fray, in a securely wall-mounted aluminum box at the DPW garage. The fire department provided the generator and heavy-duty extension cord so that the generator could be situated in a gated outdoor yard, preventing carbon monoxide infiltration.

Our town clerk, a federally-licensed radiotelephone operator, re-wired the transmitter from commercial to dedicated generator power. Further, he babysat the generator and
transmitter for better than three hours in the (very dark and drafty) garage at the height of Sandy to assure that the broadcast was reliable and stable. He was on hand (alone) with his crank radio and somewhat dodgy personal cell phone that had to be taken outside into the wind and rain to capture an adequate signal.

**The AM station 1630 made it possible for us to provide updates of local emergency information at the height of the storm and throughout the power outage.**

As a result of these efforts, the borough’s phone system never actually failed. AM 1630 can be programmed via a hard-wired telephone line from anywhere in the world with the proper set of codes. There have been occasions when the Clerk programmed the station via cell from a remote location without a problem. By a bit of good fortune, the garage provides a high-efficiency antenna installation that allows the AM signal to blanket North Plainfield as none other. Better still—the antenna is exceedingly low profile, which minimizes its vulnerability to high winds and icing. Despite Sandy’s fierce winds, the antenna was never compromised. (It’s the size of a simple ground plane CB antenna without radials.)

The station runs a spartan 10 watts, which is 1/100th the power of WCTC in New Brunswick, 1/5,000th the power of WABC. On a good car radio, you can hear our station clearly into our neighboring towns of Watchung, Scotch Plains, Plainfield and Green Brook.

To achieve best results with this unique kind of station, there are key parameters to observe. You are living with Part 90 of the Federal Communications Commission rules and regulations. These are to be taken most seriously. Violate them, and you could be in for a hefty fine. If your municipal attorney is not familiar with broadcast law, be sure to consult someone who is, such as a seasoned, licensed radio amateur. There are strict requirements as to program content and legal over-the-air station identification.

In real world terms, you should be concerned about content-contaminated—just like in real estate, where “location-location-location” is key. Everything broadcast by your station should be current and germane to conditions in your town. Outdated information will damage your town’s image as a source of vital information.

Sandy has demonstrated the vulnerability of modern wireless communications systems. The Internet failed in homes throughout the North Plainfield Borough and in the municipal building. Heroic efforts by the Police Chief included the emergency installation of Verizon WiFi Internet connectivity in the municipal building at the height of the event. We are a highly reliable, sophisticated public entity with excellent resources and trained personnel. Residents that could sustain reliable connectivity with “new” media, such as computers, smartphones, even cell phones, were rare. Although the Internet and all of the “new” technologies seem to be everyone’s darlings, they remain highly vulnerable.

For those who oppose cell towers for aesthetic reasons, Sandy was a practical lesson. Cell services were weakened and failed in many cases when hybrid hard-wired phone connections winked out. “Hybrid” is meant to include any sort of wired telephone service reliant on commercial power, such as fibre-optic technology. The phones go out and stay out with the lights. In contrast, there were persistent reports from individuals who had maintained their old copper-wired telephone service and could call out and receive calls.

Television was vulnerable and useless. Those relying on cable and satellite had no reception. All such services require commercial or generator power to operate.

The simple, AM radio proved most effective during this emergency.

Even in the current James Bond Skyfall film, there is a key moment when 007 hauls out a little piece of electronics and addresses his perplexed pursuers with the simple word, “radio” as his helicopter-borne rescuers heave into view! Radio is still basic and affordable, and a TIS station is a valuable part of your town’s safety contract with its residents.

---
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1630 AM RADIO
1 November Message
On-Air till further notice

THIS IS 1630 AM RADIO SERVING RESIDENTS OF THE BOROUGH OF NORTH PLAINFIELD. MAYOR GIORDANO AND THE NORTH PLAINFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED PATIENCE AND SAFETY AWARENESS DURING THIS EMERGENCY.

SCHOOLS ARE CLOSED THROUGH FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2ND. SAT'S SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY MORNING HAVE BEEN CANCELLED. THE COURT SESSION FOR NOVEMBER 1ST HAS BEEN CANCELLED. HALLOWEEN TRICK-OR-TREATING IS NOW POSTPONED UNTIL MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH FROM 3:00 P.M. TILL 8:00 P.M. PLEASE BE EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS WHEN VENTURING OUTSIDE AS THERE IS CONTINUED RISK OF FALLING LIMBS AND WIRES. TREAT EVERY DOWNED WIRE AS IF IT IS LIVE. WIRES MAY ARC AND POSE ADDITIONAL HAZARDS AS THEY ARE RE-ENERGIZED. DO NOT USE CANDLES OR OPEN FLAMES INDOORS. EXERCISE CAUTION AROUND GENERATORS AND GASOLINE. MAYOR GIORDANO HAS BEEN IN REGULAR CONTACT WITH PSE&G AND THEY HAVE ADVISED THAT THEY ARE MAKING STEADY PROGRESS TO RESTORE POWER. PLEASE LIMIT DRIVING TO ESSENTIAL DUTIES SUCH AS HEALTH AND SAFETY PURPOSES ONLY. THE TRAFFIC SIGNAL AT ROCK AVENUE AND ROUTE 22 IS NOW OPERATIONAL. THE SOMERSET STREET OVERPASS IS OPEN. BOTH ARE EXPERIENCING SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC CONGESTION. OBEY ALL TRAFFIC SIGNS, REGULATIONS AND OFFICERS. OUR EMERGENCY SERVICES PERSONNEL REMAIN ON DUTY AROUND THE CLOCK. THE NORTH PLAINFIELD MUNICIPAL BUILDING REMAINS OPEN WITH LIMITED SERVICES, ONE OF THE FEW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS TO DO SO. IF YOU HAVE A WORKING PHONE, REPORT ANY SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES TO THE POLICE AT 908-769-2937 AND ALL EMERGENCIES TO 9-1-1. YOUR CALL WILL BE ANSWERED! DUE TO INTERNET SERVICE DISRUPTION, THE BOROUGH WEBSITE HAS NOT BEEN UPDATED SINCE THE STORM. STAY TUNED TO THIS STATION FOR ALL UPDATED BOROUGH INFORMATION. WPQJ970 OPERATED BY THE NORTH PLAINFIELD OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ADVISES THAT IF YOU ENCOUNTER A DOWNED WIRE, TREAT IT AS IF IT IS LIVE AND AVOID IT. IF YOU HAVE WIRES DOWN IN YOUR AREA, PLEASE CALL PSE&G AT 1-800-436-7734. IF YOU HAVE INTERNET SERVICE, PLEASE SEEK OUT LOCAL INFORMATION THROUGH THE COUNTY’S WEBSITE AT WWW.CO.SOMERSET.NJ.US. BE SURE TO CONTINUE CHECKING WITH 1630 AM RADIO FOR UPDATES AS AVAILABLE.

-0-
THIS IS AN UPDATE FROM 1630 AM RADIO WPQJ970 OPERATED BY THE NORTH PLAINFIELD OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT. THE MAYOR AND BOROUGH COUNCIL THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED PATIENCE. A WARMING CENTER/CHARGING STATION IS OPERATING DAILY FROM 1:00 TILL 8:00 P.M. AT THE VERMEULE COMMUNITY CENTER, 614 GREENBROOK ROAD. NORTH PLAINFIELD EDUCATION ASSOCIATION HAS HOT MEALS FOR NORTH PLAINFIELDERS IN NEED AT THE COMMUNITY CENTER FROM 4:00 TILL 7:00 PM NIGHTLY. A CHARGING/WARMING STATION IS OPEN FROM 6:00 TILL 8:00 P.M. TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT AT WATCHUNG AVENUE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. HOT DRINKS WILL BE SERVED. CHARGING OUTLETS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT BOROUGH HALL AND THE FIREHOUSE. THE SATURDAY RABIES CLINIC AT THE FIREHOUSE HAS BEEN POSTPONED. BE EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS WITH THE CONTINUED RISK OF FALLING LIMBS AND WIRES. TREAT DOWNED WIRES AS IF THEY ARE LIVE AND AVOID THEM. TO REPORT WIRES DOWN, CALL PSE&G AT 1-800-436-7734. DO NOT USE CANDLES OR OPEN FLAMES INDOORS. BE CAUTIOUS AROUND GENERATORS AND GASOLINE. THE MAYOR ADVISES THAT PSE&G IS CONTINUING TO MAKE STEADY PROGRESS. LIMIT DRIVING TO URGENT PURPOSES ONLY. PROPERTY TAX GRACE PERIOD IS EXTENDED THROUGH NOVEMBER 13TH. THE BOROUGH COUNCIL MEETING OF NOVEMBER 13TH HAS BEEN CANCELLED. GASOLINE SALES ARE STRICTLY LIMITED TO THE ODD-EVEN SCHEME. TRAFFIC SIGNALS ARE RETURNING TO SERVICE THROUGHOUT TOWN AND AT MANY ROUTE 22 INTERSECTIONS. CONTINUE OBSERVING SIGNED 4-WAY STOPS. OBEY ALL TRAFFIC SIGNS, REGULATIONS AND OFFICERS. EMERGENCY SERVICES PERSONNEL REMAIN ON DUTY. IF YOU HAVE A WORKING PHONE, REPORT ANY SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES TO THE POLICE AT 908-769-2937 AND ALL EMERGENCIES TO 9-1-1. YOUR CALL WILL BE ANSWERED! IF YOU HAVE INTERNET SERVICES, LATEST DETAILS CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.NORTHPLAINFIELD.ORG.